Could the Material Wrapped Around the Heart Prevent Adhesion? A Case Report
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Abstract

Adhesions around the heart might enhance the difficulty in performing the second heart surgery. These fibrin adhesions between epicardium and pericardium increase not only the cost, but also bleeding, duration of surgery and poor clinical outcomes. A patient, who had undergone mitral commissurotomy with the assistance of heart-lung machine (CPB) in 1998 and in whom a material that was considered to reduce adhesion had been wrapped around the heart, underwent cardiac re-surgery in 2014. No detailed information could be obtained about film barrier performed during the first surgery from the center where the surgery was performed. In our clinic, we observed the effect of the material wrapped around the heart during mitral valve replacement on adhesion.
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Introduction

Adhesions around the heart might enhance the difficulty in performing second cardiac surgery. These fibrin adhesions between epicardium and pericardium increase not only the cost, but also bleeding, duration of surgery and poor clinical outcomes. If cardiac re-surgery will be performed several weeks after the first surgery, it corresponds to the time when adhesion around the heart is the most intensive and pericardial inflammation is the maximum. These materials, which are locally performed on the surgical area, made the surgeons remain distant due to their undesirable effects, mainly increased risk of infection and immune reaction [1].

Cardiac re-surgery was performed in 2014 in a patient, who had undergone mitral commissurotomy with the assistance of heart-lung machine (CPB) in 1998 and in whom a material considered to reduce adhesion has been wrapped around the heart. Detailed information on the film barrier used during the first surgery could not be obtained from the center where the surgery was performed. In our clinic, effect of the material wrapped around the heart during mitral valve replacement on adhesion was observed.

Case Report

A 64-year-old female patient presented to our clinic with shortness of breath, palpitation and limited effort. Whilst transthoracic echocardiography demonstrated mitral stenosis (mean gradient: 9.5 mm Hg, area: 1.8 cm\textsuperscript{2}), mitral insufficiency (grade 2-3/4), pulmonary artery pressure of 60 mm Hg, and tricuspid insufficiency (grade 2-3/4), aortic valve was considered to be within the normal limits. Coronary angiography revealed no lesion. The patient was admitted to the cardiovascular surgery clinic for mitral valve replacement and tricuspid valve De Vega annuloplasty. Prior to the open heart surgery, routine laboratory analyses (complete blood count, biochemical analyses, telegram, urinalysis, dental examination report, electrocardiography, etc.) were requested, preoperative medical treatment was arranged, and the patient was prepared for surgery.

On the day of surgery, the patient was admitted to the operating room. Fentanyl, midazolam and pancuronium bromide were used for the induction of anesthesia. Whilst transthoracic echocardiography demonstrated mitral stenosis (mean gradient: 9.5 mm Hg, area: 1.8 cm\textsuperscript{2}), mitral insufficiency (grade 2-3/4), pulmonary artery pressure of 60 mm Hg, and tricuspid insufficiency (grade 2-3/4), aortic valve was considered to be within the normal limits. Coronary angiography revealed no lesion. The patient was admitted to the cardiovascular surgery clinic for mitral valve replacement and tricuspid valve De Vega annuloplasty. Prior to the open heart surgery, routine laboratory analyses (complete blood count, biochemical analyses, telegram, urinalysis, dental examination report, electrocardiography, etc.) were requested, preoperative medical treatment was arranged, and the patient was prepared for surgery.

Cardiac re-surgery was performed in 2014 in a patient, who had undergone mitral commissurotomy with the assistance of heart-lung machine (CPB) in 1998 and in whom a material considered to reduce adhesion has been wrapped around the heart. Detailed information on the film barrier used during the first surgery could not be obtained from the center where the surgery was performed. In our clinic, effect of the material wrapped around the heart during mitral valve replacement on adhesion was observed.
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IU/1 mL) was administered for full-dose neutralization in the patient that underwent on-pump CABG, and activated clotting time (ACT) was kept between 100 and 120 s. The patient was then admitted to the cardiovascular surgery intensive care unit.

Discussion

Although the mechanism of adhesion formation is unclear, inflammatory response plays a role in its pathogenesis. Open heart surgery increases reactive oxygen species (ROS). This is reported to cause postoperative adhesion. In some animal experiments, it was demonstrated that ROS scavengers could prevent adhesion formation [2].

What expected after cardiac surgery is the complete healing of pericardium in the presence of membrane formation. Second, it results in formation of single-layer, flattened mesothelial cells over disappeared connective tissue. It has been determined that mesothelial cells can differentiate from multipotent cells that occurred on the collagen basis. These cells prevent adhesion by synthesizing growth factors, lubricants and extracellular matrix proteins and secreting fibrin scavenging factors [3]. Some local drugs or biologicals can prevent adhesion [4].

Although there is no protective method, postoperative pericardial adhesion significantly influences mortality and morbidity. Whilst some studies have focused on autogenous, heterogeneous and synthetic structures that could act as a barrier between epicardium and pericardium or sternum, some other studies have focused on the agents that could prevent adhesion after cardiac surgery [1-3]. Efficacy of synthetic and xenogenic membranes has been understood [5]. However, there are reports that these membranes are associated with formation of calcification, capsule and epidermal reaction. Their effectivity has not been proven. As these structures are not transparent, they make the examination of cardiac structure difficult during surgery [6]. On the other hand, it was demonstrated that systemic anti-inflammatory drugs and topical fibrinolytic agents reduce adhesion. However, both approaches impair wound healing and unfavorably influence bleeding [7]. Inflammatory response is important in the pathogenesis of adhesion formation. It is known that decreased tissue oxygen due to ischemia leads to adhesion formation. Free oxygen radicals are significantly increased following endothelial tissue injury. These radicals rapidly react with oxygen and aggravate oxygen gap [2]. Free oxygen radicals such as superoxide, peroxide and hydroxyl radicals have the potential to oxidize polysaturated fatty acids. Oxidation of fatty acids would result in peroxidation of cell membrane lipids and accordingly in the process that would enhance vascular permeability [8]. This process causes formation of serosanguineous exudate. Exudation triggers adhesion. In general, these adhesions are exposed to lysis after 72 h. Endogenous fibrinolytic activity is the factor that enables lysis [9]. Collected fibrinolytic activity, which results from the balance between fibrin collection and degradation being in favor of fibrin, forms the adhesion [2].

It was determined that the area with adhesion-preventing material covered over the anterior and lateral aspects of the heart after sternotomy and mitral commissurotomy performed in 1998 (Fig. 1, 2) has equal adhesion (even higher in some places) to the area with no material performed while exposing to surgical procedure in 2014. We can say that the film barrier wrapped around the heart during cardiac surgery to prevent adhesion is not effective. However, case series are needed to support this statement.
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Figure 1. Wrapping material on right ventricle.

Figure 2. Wrapping material.
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